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Human skeleton undergoes constant remodeling during the whole life. By means of such process, which occurs at a microscopic scale, worn out bone is replaced by new, fully functional one. Multiple bone remodeling events occur simultaneously and independently throughout the body, so the whole skeleton is completely renewed about every ten years.
Bone remodeling is performed by groups of cells called Bone Multicellular Units (BMU). BMUs consist of different cell types; some are specialized in destroying old bone, whereas others produce new bone to replace the former. The whole process is tightly regulated so that the amount of new bone produced exactly balances that of old one removed and bone microscopic structure is maintained.
To date, many regulatory molecules involved in bone remodeling have been identified, but the precise mechanism of BMU operation remains to be fully elucidated. Given the complexity of the signaling pathways already known, the question arises of ascertaining whether such complexity is an inherent requirement of the process, or a consequence of operational redundancy.
In this work we propose a minimal model of BMU function which involves a small number of signals and accounts for fully functional BMU operation. Our main assumptions are i) at any given time, any cell within a BMU can select only one among a reduced choice of decisions: divide, die, migrate or differentiate, ii) such decision is irreversibly determined by depletion of an appropriate internal inhibitor and iii) the dynamics of any such inhibitor is coupled to that of a few external mediators. It is shown that efficient BMU operation then unfolds as an emergent property, which results from individual decisions taken by cells in the BMU unit in the absence of any external planning.
Introduction 1
The human skeleton is a complex structure made up of 206 bones, which provides a Fig 1. A sketch of BMU operation after a group of osteocytes has undergone apoptosis near bone surface. Bone resorption by osteoclasts (red arrow) and bone formation by osteoblasts (green arrow) are spatially and temporally coupled. Bone remodeling is initiated when osteoclast precursor cells are recruited to the altered bone surface (black stellate cells) and fuse to form mature, bone resorbing osteoclasts (red cells) that attach to the surface. Mature osteoclasts degrade the mineralized matrix and produce resorption pits also called resorption bays or Howship's lacunae. Once osteoclasts have degraded the target area, they undergo apoptosis, and osteoblasts situated behind them first secrete osteoid matrix and subsequently differentiate into osteocytes 50 It should be stressed that the process just recalled is exquisitely regulated. It only 51 takes place where needed and the amount of new bone generated exactly balances that 52 of old bone destroyed, thus warranting that no net changes in bone mass nor mechanical 53 stress remain after each remodeling cycle. Any imbalance between bone resorption and 54 bone formation might lead to pathological disorders. For instance, five important 55 human diseases: osteoporosis, renal osteodystrophy, Paget's disease, osteopetrosis and 56 rickets are associated to malfunctions in bone remodeling. 57 To date, and in spite of substantial progress achieved during the last decades, the 58 mechanisms of cell signaling that regulate BMU operation remain only partially 59 understood. It is known that such regulation is of a local nature, since remodeling is 60 simultaneously and independently occurring at different places, so that the whole adult 61 skeleton is renewed approximately every ten years [14] . The local nature of that process 62 suggests that it should be a consequence of individual cell decisions that must be 63 somehow coordinated at a population level. For instance, osteoblasts should not start 64 secreting osteoid matrix before osteoclasts destruction task is finished. This raises at 65 once the questions of how such coordination can be achieved, and what internal 66 circuitry within a BMU keeps such unit operative when remodeling is needed, and shuts 67 it off immediately afterwards. We shall address these issues in the following sections. Restriction Point of the cell cycle) that irreversibly leads to cell division. Analogously, 154 Bcl-2 precludes the release of cytochrome c through the mitochondrial outer membrane, 155 thus avoiding the initiation of the apoptosis program. If Bcl-2 is depleted beneath a 156 suitable value, its inhibitory action is lost and the cell is committed to die [26, 41] .
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Hence a competition between inhibitory molecules results in a mechanism of cell fate 158 control: the first of these inhibitors (Rb or Bcl-2) that falls below its corresponding 159 threshold value determines the cell decision to divide or die and, importantly, the timing 160 of such decision (see Figure 2 .A). This mechanism also provides an explicit link between 161 external signals and cell decisions, since membrane receptors are known to modulate the 162 evolution of inhibitory molecules within the cell [41] . As a matter of fact, it has been 163 recently shown that the interplay between receptor/signal interaction and the internal 164 dynamics of Rb and Bcl-2 suffices to explain the onset of emergent population Bcl-2 and the transcription factor Runx2 have been described in [43-45] respectively.
170
Moreover, different restriction points are known to occur for the various cell 171 commitment alternatives involved in bone remodeling. In particular, the onset of two 172 restriction points in the differentiation program of osteoblasts (marking respectively the 173 transition to activated osteoblast and osteocyte types) has been pointed out in [26] . 174 The increased complexity derived from the presence of more than one cell type, programs. In this case, the first inhibitor to reach its critical threshold will determine 181 the fate of the cell (see Figure 2 .B). We propose that cell choices thus determined are 182 mutually exclusive. This seems to be the case for BMU cells. For instance, osteoblasts 183 that start the differentiation program or decide to secrete osteoid matrix do not 184 complete the cell cycle, and therefore do not proliferate [26] . We also remark that this 185 mechanism allows for one signal to trigger alternative cell decisions depending on its 186 concentration.
187
Bearing in mind the multiplicity of signals recalled in Table 1 , as well as the 188 redundancy often observed in their functioning, we propose that the effective operation 189 of a BMU can be modeled by means of a reduced version of the complex signaling 190 network previously sketched. Specifically, we propose that three cell-released signals, 191 denoted by R, S and T (with analogue roles to those of RANK, sclerostin and TBF-β 192 respectively; see Table 1 ) plus one osteoclast cue (see [34] ), that keeps such cells moving 193 towards intact bone, acting on three types of internal inhibitors suffice for that purpose. 194 The effect induced by such signals in the cell types involved is described in Table 2 .
195
A model for BMU operation 196 We next describe the cell algorithms that constitute our proposed model. For simplicity, 197 we will consider a two-dimensional cross section of bone adjacent to a section of bone 198 marrow. The bone section considered will be thought of as a lattice with coordinates x, 199 y, divided in boxes of equal size. Any such box can either remain empty or be occupied 200 Fig 2. A mechanism of cell fate determination. A) Inhibitory proteins Rb and Bcl-2 provide a fate decision mechanism in several cell types. The first of these molecules to reach its critical threshold determines if the cell will divide or undergo apoptosis. For convenience all inhibitory thresholds are set equal to zero. B) The presence of inhibitors blocking alternative differentiation programs allows to increase the complexity of this cell fate-decision mechanism. B Left) If differentiation is assumed to be blocked by Inhibitor 1, and this inhibitor vanishes before Rb and Bcl-2 do, then the cell will not divide or die, but will instead undergo the differentiation program 1. B Right) Two alternative differentiation programs can be controlled by two different inhibitors (1 and 2). If one of them (inhibitor 2 in this case) disappears faster than the remaining molecules, the corresponding differentiation program is selected. Table 2 . Generic signals to be considered in our model and a list of the actions they induce on cell types of a BMU by only a single cell. On such region we will define a cellular automaton (CA) to 201 describe the dynamics of the remodeling process. To that end, we will implement 202 cellular algorithms based on the biological assumptions stated below. A first assumption 203 is that progression within the cell cycle, apoptosis and the initiation of differentiation 204 programs are initially blocked by specific inhibitory molecules as described above. This 205 would allow for newly formed cells to remain in the first stage of the cell cycle (G1) inhibitors considered attains its threshold value, that we set equal to zero for simplicity. 213 In our case, the inhibitor dynamics will be assumed to be of the following form:
Signal
where c(t), a(t) and d(t) respectively denote the concentrations of division, apoptosis 215 and differentiation inhibitors at time t and f c , f a , and f d are functions of three external 216 signals S, R and T (see figure 3 ). For simplicity, we shall assume in the sequel such 217 functions to be piecewise linear. We next describe the main details of the decision 218 algorithm proposed to describe BMU operation. Activation is known to be mainly blocked by the release of sclerostin by 227 osteocytes [6, 10]. This will be modeled by assuming that signal S, produced by 228 osteocytes, increases the amount of a differentiation inhibitor in OBLs, denoted by d B , 229 according to the following dynamics:
where prime denotes time derivative, (x, y) denotes the position of the OBL, D B is the 231 maximum amount of inhibitor that can accumulate within a OBL, S(x, y; t) is the Once differentiated, OBLs become active osteoblasts (OBA). OBAs have three possible 239 choices: cell division, cell death and differentiation into osteocytes (OCY). Cell division 240 proceeds according to the following rules:
where (x, y) denotes the position of the OBA, T (x, y; t) is the amount of signal T at 242 location (x, y) at time t and α T A is a positive parameter. Cell division only occurs when 243 the condition c(A) = 0 is verified. Notice that, in our model, the movement of active 244 osteoblasts front is just a consequence of cell division.
245
When OBAs are attached to the bone surface, cell division is no longer possible for 246 lack of space. In that case OBAs secrete osteoid matrix; this last is represented by an 247 order parameter b(x, y; t) which ranges from 0, corresponding to eroded bone, to value 1 248 for fully functional bone. Apoptosis, differentiation into OCY and osteoid production 249 can take place, according to these equations:
where S(x, y; t) is the amount of signal S at location (x, y) at time t, α Si A (for i = 1, 2, 3) 251 are positive structural parameters, α O A the rate of bone production, and δ A is a positive 252 constant that represents a threshold in cell-to-cell contact inhibition by OCYs on OBAs 253 differentiation, resulting from gap junction communications between cells [10, 13, 47].
254
Osteoclast precursors (OCP) 255 OBA can recruit OCP to the bone remodeling zone by secreting signal R, while signal S 256 inhibits OCP recruitment. For simplicity, we will not consider in the model OCP active osteoclasts (OCL). We assume that OCP activation is blocked by inhibitor d P , 261 whose dynamics is modeled as follows:
where R(x, y; t) and S(x, y; t) are respectively the amounts of signal R and S at 263 location (x, y) at time t and α 1 P and α 2 P are positive parameters.
264
Osteoclasts (OCL) 265 Once recruited to the BRC, OCPs become active osteoclasts (OCL) and start eroding 266 the bone matrix, thus leading to the formation of a cutting cone [34] . OCLs are 267 assumed to be endowed with one apoptosis pathway controlled by signal S, produced by 268 OCYs. This signal is instrumental in determining the depth that will be reached by the 269 cutting cone. In particular, OCLs in locations with high concentrations of S will stop 270 digging into the bone matrix and die. We will model the apoptosis pathway controlled 271 by signal S by assuming that cell death is blocked by inhibitor a C , whose dynamics is 272 given by the following equations:
where S(x, y; t) is the amount of signal S at location (x, y) at time t and α S1 C and α S2 C 274 are positive parameters. 275 We next describe the movement of osteoclasts during a bone remodeling event. We 276 will assume that osteoclasts remove bone at a rate that depends on the amount of signal 277 S and move to an adjacent box, along the normal to the ossification front, once they 278 have removed bone in their current position. Bone resorption will be modeled by means 279 of the following equation:
where b measures the presence of bone, so that b = 1 corresponds to functional bone, 281 and b = 0 to disposed bone. S(x, y; t) is the amount of signal S at location (x, y) at 282 time t and α S3 C and α S4 C are positive parameters.
283
Signal diffusion and decay 284 The dynamics of signals in the CA is now described as follows. At any given time, they 285 are produced by the corresponding cell types at constant rates. Signals are also assumed 286 to undergo Arrhenius-type decay (meaning that their decay rate is proportional to their 287 concentration). Signal transport through the bone matrix is conveniently represented as 288 a diffusion process. We assume that such diffusion occurs faster that internal cell 289 processes. In order to account for these two time scales simultaneously, we model As a starting point we consider a population of osteocytes (OCY), regularly distributed 296 within the bone matrix, and a layer of osteoblasts lining the bone section (see Figure   297 4.C). Simulations of the model are started after apoptosis of a group of osteocytes has 298 occurred (see Figure 4 .D). 
Results
300
In this Section we present some results obtained upon simulation of the model whose 301 elements have been described in our previous Section. To keep the flow of the main 302 arguments here, we postpone some technical details to the Supporting Information at 303 the end of the paper. Specifically, the reader will find there a flow chart describing the 304 order in which the corresponding algorithms are applied, as well as a list of the 305 parameters used in the simulations whose results will be shown below.
306
PLOS 11/25 remodeling 308 Upon induction of osteocyte death in a region, the proposed cell algorithms provide a 309 mechanism of bone remodeling which sequentially reproduces the main phases of the 310 actual process. See Figure 5 and its caption for more details. A video corresponding to 311 this simulation is provided with the Supporting Information. Snapshots corresponding to sequential stages in a bone remodeling event. A ) A planar bone region is considered where active osteocytes (OCY, blue dots) are regularly distributed. Osteoblasts (OBL) are located at the lower side, which represents the interface between bone and bone marrow. B) OCY apoptosis is induced in a subset (in light blue) of the previous region, which leads to a drop in OCY inhibitory action in that place. C) Lack of enough osteocyte inhibition results in OBL activation, and the recruitment of osteoclast precursors which differentiate into active osteoclasts, OCL (in red). D) OCL form cutting cones that move into the apoptotic region destroying old bone (bone resorption). E) OCL-driven resorption proceeds until the inhibitory effect of the remaining osteocytes precludes further OCL progression. F) Activated osteoblasts (OBA, in orange) move in the wake of OCL. G) Upon successive rounds of cell division, an increasingly larger region of OBA is filling the region previously occupied by decaying bone, expanding behind the OCL-lined cutting cone boundary where they secrete osteoid matrix. Part of them subsequently differentiate into OCY (blue dots). H) When remodeling is finished, a new distribution of osteocytes is achieved in the remodeled region, and I ) new bone is eventually formed.
We point out that simulation of our model reveals that both the initial state of fully 313 homeostatic bone, and the final stage after bone remodeling, remain stationary in time. Osteoclast lifespan depends on the depth of the BRC
323
A prediction of the model is that average osteoclast lifespan is not a priori determined, 324 but depends instead on the size of the region where bone remodeling has to be 325 performed. This fact is illustrated in Figure 7 The BMU software is robust to signal noise 328
As we have seen above, cell dynamics within a BMU depends on cell-to-cell 329 communication mediated by signals that diffuse through the bone matrix. The coupling 330 of old bone resorption and new bone formation can therefore be affected by signal noise 331 due, for instance, to bone matrix spatial heterogeneity. In Figure 8 As recalled in a previous Section, molecular cues acting as those retained in our model 357 have been already described. Selecting a minimal model has the advantage of dealing with a comparatively small 371 number of parameters. Concerning this last issue, we wish to emphasize that no 372 parameter-fitting attempt has been made here. Our concern is to show that the model 373 proposed has not only the potential to reproduce standard features in bone remodeling, 374 but also to draw conclusions about the manner in which this process occurs that could 375 not be a priori anticipated before simulating it. Accordingly, we will be content to select 376 We conclude this discussion by briefly remarking on possible future directions arising 393 from this work. To begin with, the experimental question of determining the 394 operational parameters introduced in our model should be again stressed. If and when 395 this is done, we would have in place a BMU chip structure to be used as a building 396 block for operational purposes. On the other hand, one could simulate on models as 397 that presented here the impact of external cues in the modulation of the repair process, 398 either to slow it down or to accelerate it. Finally, as the size of the region to be repaired 399 increases, a threshold should be reached beyond which inflammatory signals become 400 relevant, and a new and more complex stage is entered. Understanding the matching 401 between these two cases could be instrumental in designing techniques to foster bone 402 fracture repair. We intend to pursue some of these subjects elsewhere. (α S1 C , α S2 C , α S3 C , α S4 C ) OCL structural parameters (3, 1, 3, 4) (dp S (d), dp T (d), dp R (d)) Diffusion profile of signals S, T and R dp S (d) = dp T (d) = = dp R (d) = M ax(0, 4 − d) (γ S , γ T , γ R ) Decay rates of signals S, T and R (0.05, 0.05, 0.05)
Rates of production of signals S and T by OCYs (10, 1)
Rate of production of signal T by OBL 2
Rates of production of signals T and R by OBAs (1, 10) 
